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ABSTRACT
Traffic engineers have discussed the controversial
subject of allowing drivers to make a right-turn-on-red
(R.T.O.R.) for many years.

There have been many strong

points given for and against allowing this movement.
Within this paper R.T.O.R. is discussed and conclusions
are drawn from a research of literature and questionnaire
survey.
Questionnaires were sent to ninety-three cities and
all fifty states.

Many valuable unwritten facts and

opinions were received from the seventy city and thirty-six
state traffic engineers that completed and returned the
questionnaires.
It was determined that 63.81 of the states replying
and 64.3% of the cities are presently utilizing R.T.O.R.
Since 1967, R.T.O.R. has been implemented by 47.8% of the
states and 31.1% of the cities who indicated they are presently using it.
Traffic engineers seem to agree that nonuniformity in
signing, warrants, and regulations are the main problems
which hinder the effectiveness and acceptance of R.T.O.R.
R.T.O.R. is a valuable traffic tool that is rapidly
being accepted by drivers, pedestrians, and traffic engineers.
Like many other popular good things it will also become
better with age.
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I.
A.

INTRODUCTION

Background
Right-turn-on-red (R.T.O.R.) at signalized intersections

has been a controversial issue among traffic engineers
throughout the United States and Canada for many years.
Each traffic engineer has an opinion on the subject, and
there seems to be general agreement on various aspects
concerning R.T.O.R. depending on the geographic location.
The main questions which appear to be unanswered and
the two that engineers feel are the most important are as
follows:
l.

If R.T.O.R. is allowed will it cause a substantial
increase in pedestrian-vehicle and/or vehicle-vehicle
accidents?

2.

If there is an increase in accidents is this increase
substantial enough to outweigh the decrease in delay
time and increase in expediency that the driver
realizes with R.T.O.R.?
The city of Los Angeles collected accident data at

signalized intersections from June 1, 1966 to October 31,
1967 (1).

They found the total ratio of R.T.O.R. accidents

to total accidents was 0.08%, R.T.O.R. accidents to total
accidents at signalized intersections was 0.29%, and
total R.T.O.R. vehicle-pedestrian accidents to total
vehicle-pedestrian accidents at signalized intersections
was i.02%.
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James c. Ray studied tilP type and frequency of R.T.O-R.
accidents in the San Francisco Bay Area from 1953 to 1955
(2\.

He found that R.T.O.R. does not add to the accident

hazard at signalized intersections.

R.T.O.R. contributed

to less than 0.31 of 1% to the total accident experience
at these locations and less than 0.8% of 1% to the injury
accidents during the three years studied.

In both Los

Angeles and the San Francisco Area, this movement is considered a blanket R.T.O.R. ("Blanket R.T.O.R." will be
referred to several times in this report and implies that
R.T.O.R. is allowed at all intersections which are not
signed in a prohibitive manner).
Ray also concluded from field data that vehicles
allowed to make a R.T.O.R. had a reduced travel time
through the Central Business District of 7 to 10% compared
to similar vehicles making right-turn-on-green only.
B.

Purpose of This Research
The purpose of this research was to determine the

number of cities and states throughout the United States
who are utilizing R.T.O.R., and to evaluate their comments
concerning signing, volumes, warrants, restrictions,
driver and pedestrian acceptance, accidents, intersection
geometrics, and reasons for eliminating or having not
utilized R.T.O.R.

c.

Scope of Research
In this research project a questionnair~ ~oncerning

R.T.O.R. was sent to all 50 sta~es and 93 cities.

A copy
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of the questionnaire is included in Appendix c and D.
The cities were selected by population.

The survey was

conducted using a sample of cities with populations of
approximately 100,000.
There were sixteen questions asked of the states
and fifteen asked of the cities.

The questions asked

the states were basically the same as those asked of the
cities with one exception.
same question as the cities.

The states were asked the
In addition the states were

asked the following question; "If your state does not
permit R.T.O.R. can cities authorize it within their
jurisdiction?".
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II.

REVIBW

or

LITERATURE

A thorough search of all available literature on the
subject of R.T.O.R. revealed that there was very little
published.

The material which was located, however,

proved to be quite interesting and very informative.
It was thought that a subject so controversial among
traffic engineers in almost every city and state throughout the United States would have been studied thoroughly
through research.

It was found in this research of

literature that R.T.O.R. had been studied most throughly
by Mr. James C. Ray in 1956 (2).

He studied through actual

field research the areas of Accident Analysis and Benefit
Analysis, and supplemented his findings by use of a
questionnaire.
A.

Accident Studies
Mr. Ray collected accident data from R.T.O.R., and

R.T.O.G. intersections in the San Francisco, Richmond,
and Berkley, California areas where R.T.O.R. has been
in existance for maay ye..,r,s.

A total of 3338 accidents

occurred at the 75 intersections studied.

Out of this

large number of accidents only 12 involved vehicles making
a R.T.O.R.

This indicated that less than 0.3 of 1% of

the overall accident experience could in any way be
attributed to R.T.O.R. vehicles,

Of the 556 personal

injury accidents studied only four involved a vehicle
making a R.T.O.R.

This indicates that less than 0.8 of 1%

s

of the personal injury accidents included a R.T.O.R.
vehicle.

Of all the accidents studied, only four pedestrian

accidents were a direct result of R.T,O.R.

None of the

R,T.O.R, accidents resulted in major personal injury to
pedestrians or people in the vehicles.

Mr. Ray concluded

that, since the intersections studied were representative
of the entire area, it appears that R.T.O.R. contributes
a very insignificant number of accidents to the total
accident experience.
The Traffic Research and Surveillance section of the
Minnesota State Highway Department also conducted an
accident study on R.T.O.R. (3).

They conducted a before

and after study at 197 signalized intersections.

The

following conclusions were reached based on their study:
1.

The frequency and severity of thoae R.T.O.R. accidents
included in this study were not of significant magnitude to warrant the banning of R.T.O,R.

2.

Actual hazards to pedestrians due to R.T.O.R. appears
to be minimal.

3.

Determination of specific warrants for R.T.O.R. could
not be made on the basis of information gathered in
this study.
The recommendation was also made that R.T.O.R. be

permitted only at those locations where drivers could
fully evaluate traffic conditions.

Th• Traffic Control Department of Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma (4) conducted a twelve month before and after
study of R.T.O.R. intersections beginning in 1968.
Seventy-nine intersections were studied.

One year before

the installation of R.T.O.R. there were 798 reported
accidents ... .;. t:h~~e 79 intersections, and durtng the 12
months after there were 807 accidents.

This resulted

in 9 additional accidents or an increase of 1.1%.

Twenty

four hour traffic counts at each of the 79 intersections
were also obtained.

The before count indicated 1,797,883

intersection crossings, and the after count indicated
1,908,426.

volumes.

This is an increase of 6.15% in traffic
Expressing the accidents in terms of exposure

there were 1.216 accidents per million crossings before
R.T.O.R. was installed and 1.158 accidents per million
crossings after.

While there was a 1.1% increase in

accidents, traffic increased 6.151.

When equated to the

exposure of vehicle intersection crossings the R.T.O.R.
installation did not increase vehicle accidents.

Actually

a 4.7% reduction in accident frequency was experienced.
B.

Questionnaire Studies
Another method of determining information on R.T.O.R.

that a few researchers have utilized, as well as this
project, is the use of a questionnaire.

Mr. W.W. Rankin,

Traffic Research Engineer for the Highway Users Federation
of Safety and Mobility, sent out questionnaires concerning
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R.T.O.R. in 1955 while he was traffic engineer for the
city of Wichita, Kansas (5).

Twenty cities throughout the

United States were contacted whose population ranged from
100,000 to 500,000.

Eighteen of these cities returned the

questionnaires along with various comments concerning
R.T.O.R.
The purpose of the questionnaire was to determine the
past and present conditions concerning the right turning
movements in various cities.
Of the eighteen cities that replied eleven permitted
R.T.O.R. supplemented by a green arrow, two allowed
R.T.O.R. if a sign was erected at the intersection authorizing the movement, three permitted R.T.O.R. without a
sign or green arrow, and in two cities no R.T.O.R. was
allowed.
Two of the eleven cities which allowed a. right turn

on a green arrow commented that they had allowed R.T.O.R.
alone, but due to the accident hazard it had been discontinued.
The three cities which allowed R.T.O.R. alone were
in states where R.T.O.R. was permitted by the state motor
vehicle code.

One ,.,f these city's engineers indicated

that he did not endorse the usage of R.T.O.R. although it
was allowed in the city.
The two cities where R.T.O.R. was not permitted reported that they had allowed R.T.O.R. previously, but had
eliminated it due to accident hazards.

e

Ray also conducted a questionnaire survey in 1956
that accompanied his report previously referenced.

The

most important aspect of his questionnaire was directed
toward accident behavior associated with R.T.O.R.

He sent

a questionnaire to fifty-seven different cities in the
United States.

Out of the forty-five cities that returned

the questionnaire only four reported that they had an
accident problexn with R.T.O.R.

Out of these four, three

allowed R.T.O.R. with a green arrow only.
A technical committee of the Institute of Traffic
Engineers completed a study of R.T.O.R. in 1968 (6).

It

was determined from this study that 57% of the states and
provinces, and 68% of the cities reporting were using some
form of R.T.O.R.

R.T.O.R. as a basic rule was required

by 9 states and 2 provinces.

Approximately 20% of the

states and provincial jurisdictions allow cities to use
R.T.O.R. regardless of state and provincial regulations
which do not provide for the l'I\OVement.

General practice

requires all vehicles to stop before making a R.T.O.R. and
then yield to all vehicles and pedestrians in the intersection.
1.

Conclusions drawn from this study were:

R.T.O.R. accidents are a non-significant portion of
the total.

2.

The effect of R.T.O.R. on capacity is generally minimal.

3.

Vehicles making left-turns-on-red into a one way
street appeared to have the same characteristics as
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vehicles tw::nin9 right on ~tad.
4,

There appears to be no valid objection to allowing
right-turn-on-red indications as a basic rule.
The Traffic Engineering Division of the City of

Wichita, Kansas (7) aent out 79 questionnaires to cities of
various sizes throughout the United States in 1963.
were 75 (951) of the questionnaires returned.

There

The results

of the information received were as follows:
1.

Thirty-nine cities (521) permitted R.T.O.R. at other
tlv.n "T" intersections, while 34 cities (481) did not
permit this movement.

2.

Twenty-one cities (27.1%) permitted a R.T.O.R. signal
only with green arrow.

Thirteen cities (17.2%)

allowed R.T.O.R. when a sign was displayed at the
intersections allowing ••id movement.

Thirteen cities

(17.21) permit the right-turn movement with both a

green arrow and a sign.
3.

Fifteen cities (201) reported having experienced
accident hazards with pedestri•na.

Nine cities (121)

experienced hazards with vehicles.

Seven cities (9.3%)

reported experiencing hazards both by pedestrian and
vehicles.
4.

From an accident and traffic point of view, 25 cities
approved right turn on red where as 45 cities disapproved.

The remaining five cities were undecided

as to their recommendation since the practice had not
been used very long.
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c.

Other Comment•
In a paper by Larry Erion, City of St. Catherines

(Canada) he outlines the pro and con aspects of R.T.O.R.
(8).

He gives the following five basic arguments used

to support R.T.O.R.
1.

Prevents needless delay.

2.

Expedites the flow of traffic.

3.

Affords the most economical method of allowing
vehicles to turn right during the red phase.

4.

Is not significantly hazardous.

s.

Provides the opportunity for vehicles turning right
from various side street• against a red signal indication to enter immediately into the green band of the
main street progreaeion.

He also gives four considerations in opposition to R.T.O.R.
1.

Accident Potential:

R.T.O.R. vehicles are in direct

conflict with pedestrians crossing with the green
light on the opposite phase.
2.

Intersection Capacity:

Unless a separate, distinct

approach lane is available for the exclusive use of
right-turning vehicles, only a small percentage of
vehicles desiring to turn right on the red phase will
be able to do so.
3.

Excepticns to the R.T.O.R. Rule:

At intersections with

five and six legs, offset intersections, and intersections with separate pedestrian phases, split
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pbaaee, and I\Ul.1:.ipha•e ay•tata R.'l'.O.R. should not be
allowed.

Therefore, a sign at these intersections must

be placed aianify.i ng "No R.T,O.R.".

Thia type of aign

ia often difficult to position so th11.t it will

be

easily observed and obeyed at all times by the drivers.

4.

Uniformitya

The R...T.O.R. rule in Ontario is contrary

to the meaning of a red signal indication as defined
by each of the twc, manuals for uniform traffic control
devices in use on thie continent.
At the time of the ~ t : t . o n of this paper R.T.O.R.

was in conflict tc the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control
Devices, but the current manual does provide for the R.T.O.R.
movement on a circular red signal when signed.

Section

4B-S-3b of the Manual states that:

"When a sign is in place permitting a
turn, traffic, except pedestrians, facing a steacly CIRCOI.liR RED signal u .y
cautiously enter ·t he intersection to make
the turn indica-.a by such sign after
stopping•• provided in 'a' above. Such
vehicular traffic shall yield the rightof-way to pedeatrians lawfully within an
adjacent crosswalk and to other traffic
lawfully using the intersection."
It is realized that through extensive research and
studies on controversial items such as R.T.O.R. much can
be determined and concluded.

It ia also felt that personal

opinions from those who shall benefit or suffer from the
actions taken by Traffic Er,gineera should be heard.

The

following is an opinion that a lady school bus driver in
three large suburban communities of St. Louis County
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exp~eesed in a letter to Dr. J.L. Josey, Assistant Professor
of Civil Engineering at the University of Missouri-Rolla (9).

"I was glad to read in the paper that you
are doing research on right-turn-on-red.
I can say from experience that this does
help traffic conditions.
I have driven a school bus through three

larger suburban communities here in St.
Louis County. The system that Berkley
(suburban community) uses, I believe is
the beet ••• R.T.O.R. after atop ••• everyone
stops to see if the road is clear. I have
never wi tneaaed a close ,:::all.
In Dellwood (suburban community) they use
the right turn yielfl; there it seems
to me that many people wanting to turn
right speed it up to beat the through
traffic.
It is now in the planning for Ferguson
(suburban community) to do something
about R.T.O.'P.. This is good, because
in the paet two years, I could see the
difference in the flow of traffic in
the other two communities and the bottleneck that is often created in Ferguson because those wishing to make a right turn
had to wait."
D.

Summary
In the above referenced accident reports, questionnaire

summaries, and personal opinions concerning R.T.O.R., the
most recent report was that of the I.T.E. Technical
Committee in 1968.

As best this author was able to deter-

mine, it has been four years to date since any research on
R.T.O.R. has been completed.

It is felt that the material

contained in the following chapters will reveal some very
interesting and useful duta when compared with the results

13

of research and studies conducted on R.T.O.R. in the
past.
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The basic information received from •uestions 1
through 3, of the questionnaire ueed in this study, was
used to evaluate the number of cities and states which
presently have R.T.O.R., number who have eliminated it
and for what reasons, and those who have considered implementation and why they have not done so.

For a tabulation

of answers received from the states and cities that replied
see Appendix A and B.

From this information an estimation

of the percentage of cities and states which are presently
utilizing R.T.O.R. was obtained (see pages 15 and 21 for
percentages and further details).

Also a great deal of

worthy information was received from those who have eliminated R.T.O.R. and those who have considered but not implemented it.

These cities and states gave good strong

reasons and fiel~ data which they have experienced and
feel effects the usage and effectiveness of R.T.O.R.
Information received fro-. questions 4 through 9 ev~lu=
ates the vehicle and pedestrian conditions at R.T.O.R.
intersections.

It was asked in question number 4 if

R.T.O.R. is allowed at all signalized intersections,
followed by a question asking at which intersections do you
feel R.T.O.R. works best, as related to vehicle and pedestrian volumes.

These queetions are followed by two

separate questions relating to the acceptance and reaction
of drivers and pedestrians to R.T.O.R.

The questionnaire
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contained four possible answers to the questions concerning
driver and pedestrian behavior.

The selections being

drivers and/or pedestrians react good, fair, poor, or do
not know.

The question asked of the cities differed some-

what from that asked the states concerning the reaction of
drivers to R.T.O.R. "Approximately what percentage of the
drivers utilize R..T.O.R.?," was the question asked the
cities.

Possible selection of answers consisted of less

than 10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%, or do not know.

This

question was worded differently to the cities because it
was felt that the cities might have recorded data concerning percentage of drivers using R.T.O.R.

In order to

correspond with the same question asked of the states, and
to evaluate it with the question concerning pedestrian
reaction, 100% and 75% was equated to good, 50% and 25%
to fair, and less than 10% to poor.
Question 9 concludes this section by asking about any
considerable increase in accidents, (vehicle-vehicle and/or
vehicle-pedestrian) with the use of R.T.O.R.
Question 10 and 11 are concerned with the geometric
conditions and signing at R.T.O.R. intersections.

Each

city and state was asked about separate turning lanes at
R.T.O.R. intersections.

The purpose of this question was

to establish the effectiveness of R.T.O.R. with and without
separate turning lanes.
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One of the lllOSt controversial questions based on
the replies received wae the one concerned with signing.
It was aaked if a aign was used at each intersection
where R.T.O.R. was permitted and if it was felt that the
use of a sign was more effective in producing favorable
responses from the driver.

Comments received on this

question were quite interesting and are considered in
detail on page 23 where the subject is discussed more
thoroughly.

For tabulated results on this question see

Appendix A page 50.
Question 12 was concerned with determining if
Traffic Engineers who presently are using or have eliminated
R.T.O.R. notice~ enough of an increase in intersection
capacity with the use of R.T.O.R. to justify its usage.
The next aspect of the questionnaire, questions 13
and 14, ask to what volumea should R.T.O.R. be limited.
Question 13 establishes a ratio between minor and major
street volumes in terms of vehicle per hour at which R.T.O.R.
should be limited.

It should b~ add@d that the results re-

ceived to these questions were aparce.
An opportunity for each Traffic Engineer to express
his feelings as well as any field data available concerning R.T.O.R. was given in the final question.

This part

of the questionnaire revealed many facts and ideas which
were not covered in the previous portions of the questionnaire.
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IV.
A.

RESULTS

States
All fifty states were sent a questionnaire and replies

were received from thrity six (721).*

This high percentage

of returns indicates the interest each state has in the
usage of R.T.O.R.

Figure 1 and Appendix A indicate those

states which returned the questionnaire with their comments.
Question 1 establishes the number of states which are
presently using R.~.o.R. in some form.

Of the thirty-six

states replying, twenty-three (631) indicated that they
are using R.T.O.R. at intersections without an accompanying
green right turn arrow, or at "T" intersections exclusively.
Vermont indicated that they use R.T.O.R. with green arrow
only.

Illinois and South Carolina signified that they

used R.T.O.R. at "T" intersections and only where conflicts
were a minimum.

Figure 1 gives a geograpti.c pic.t .ure of

the states who are presently using R.T.O.R.
From Figure 1 it can be seen that each state which
presently use• R.T.O.R. is a6jacent to another state
using R.T.O.R., with the exception of Florida and
Louisiana.

It aeema that as adjoining states incorporates

R.T.O.R. its effectiveness and acceptance by pedestrians

and drivers is increased.

*See Appendix C page 104 for sample questionnaire

Does not allow R.T.O.R.
Allows R.T.O.R. when signed
Allows R.T.O.R. unless prohibitive
sign is used
No reply

Figure 1.

Geographic Illustration of R.T.O.R. and Year It Was Implemented
In Each State.

.....
a,
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The B part of Question 1 establishes when
was implemented.

R.T.o.n.

This is also illustrated in Figure 1.

It can be seen that R.T.O.R. was established as early as
1937 in California and as late as June 1972 in Virginia.
The questionnaires were returned before June 1972, but
Virginia indicated on the returned questionnaire that the
state legislature had passed a bill permitting R.T.O.R.,
effective June 1972.

Of the twenty-three states indicating

they use R.T.O.R., eleven (47.8%) have established it
since 1967, and six (26%) have only had it in effect
since 1970.

This seems to be a good indication that the

effectiveness of R.T.O.R. is becoming more recognizable to
traffic engineers throughout the United States.
Seven of the states indicated that they had considered
R.T.O.R., but had not implemented it for the following
reasons:
1.

No legislation to permit it

2.

Felt there would be an accider,t conflict

3.

Felt there would be a pedestrian conflict

4.

Green times may be reapportioned to reduce delay

In question 2 only two states stated that they had
ever eliminated R.T.O.R.

They indicated that it was

eliminated at only a few intersections where unexpected
conflicts existed such as multi-legged and offset intersections.
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Question 3 asked each state not permitting R.T.O.R.
if cities can authorize R.T.O.R. within their city limits.
Four of the states which do not have R.T.O.R. signified
that cities could authorize its use.
As was previously stated, question 4 establishes the
intersections where R.T.O.R. works most effectively.

Only

three states indicated that they use R.T.O.R. at all intersections.

Three states also replied that they felt it

works best at "low vehicle volume" and "low pedestrian
volume" intersections.

Six feel it works best at "high

vehicle volume" and "low pedestrian volume" intersections,
and seven indicated that they felt it works best at "low
vehicle volume-low pedestrian volume" and "high vehicle
volume-low pedestrian volume" intersections.

Only three

states felt that R.T.O.R. works best at all signalized
intersections.
Questions 5 and 6 establishes driver and pedestrian
reaction to the use of R.T.O.R.

Thirteen states (56.5%)

indicated that drivers react "good" to R.T.O.R., seven
(30.4%) indicated that they reacted fair and none signified
that they found drivers to react poorly to R.T.O.R.

Iowa

indicated that they did not know how drivers reacted to
R.T.O.R.
Seven states (30.4%) answered that they found pedestrians to react fair to R.T.O.R.

Six (26.1%) indicated

that pedestrians reacted good to R.T.O.R. in their states.
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Two (8.7%) stated that pedestrians were found to react
poorly to R.T.O.R.

Finally, six states (26 . 1%) signified

that they did not know how pedestrians reacted to R.T.O.R.
Restrictions which accompany R.T.O.R. were established
in question 7.

Two states indicated that the only restric-

tion which accompanies R.T.O.R. in their states was that
vehicles must come to complete stop before entering the
intersection.

Two states also indicated that the only

restriction in their states was that R.T.O.R. vehicles
must yield to pedestrian.

There were eighteen states

which signified that both of the above mentioned restrictions were used with R.T.O.R. in their states, while there
was only one state that indicated R.T.O.R. vehicles must
yield to pedestrians and pedestrians must yield to R.T.O.R.
vehicles.

Finally, California was the only state to answer

that all three of the above mentioned restrictions were
used with R.T.O.R.

The three restrictions mentioned were

available on the questionnaire as possible answers to
question 7 regarding restrictions at R.T.O.R. intersections.
There was also space available for those answering the
questionnaire to give other restrictions which accompanies
R.T.O.R. in their state.

Seven states conunented that

R.T.O.R. vehicles must yield to cross-street vehicles.
Question 8 asks if R.T.O.R. is permitted at intersections which have "walk-don't walk" signals that conflict
with the movement.

Nine states indicated that they allow
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this movement against a

11

walk-don't walk" signal.

Ten

states indicated that they did not allow the movement, and
two answered that they allowed it at some intersections.

It

might be noted that of the nine states which answered yes
to this question, seven are located in the western part
of the United States.
The next question, number nine, was considered to be
one of significant importance in this questionnaire.

It

establishes the number of states who have noticed a considerable increase in accidents with the use of R.T.O.R.

Only

two (8.6%) of the twenty-three using R.T.O.R. indicated
that they had noticed a considerable increase in accidents.
Nineteen (82.6%) of the states indicated that they had
net noticed an increase in accidents.
Question 10 attempts to determine the effectiveness
of R.T.O.R. with and without a separate turning lane.

Only

one state (4.3%) indicated that they use a separate turning
lane for R.T.O.R. at all intersections.

Six states, (26%)

signified that they 'dO not use a separate turning lane at
any of the R.T.O.R. intersections, while fourteen states
(60.8%) indicated they use a separate turning lane at some
intersections.
Each state was also asked if they felt there should
be a separate turning lane for R.T.O.R. vehicles.
states (34%) stated they feel there should be, and
thirteen (56%) felt there should not be.

Seven
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The uniformity of R.T.O.R. associated with proper
signing is the specific subject challenged in question 11.
Eleven states (47.81) indicated that they use a sign at
each intersection that relates to the driver that R.T.O.R.
is permissible.

Ten states (43.4%) stated they do not

use such a sign at each intersection, however, each of
these states stated that they use a sign at intersections
where R.T.O.R. is not permitted stating, "NO RIGHT TURN
ON RED".

Figures 2 and 3 give typical wording and dimen-

sions of each of these signs.
The second part of this question asked if they felt
that a sign showing R.T.O.R. to be permissive is more
effective in response from the drivers.

Of the fourteen

states answering this question, ten signified they felt
it to be more effective and four indicated they felt it
not to be.
Question 12 asks if intersection capacity has increased
by R.T.O.R. enough to verify its usage.

Fifteen of the

nineteen states answering this question felt that it had,
while the other four felt that it had not.

Four of the

states presently using R.T.O.R. did not answer this
question.

Breaking the answers down into percentages in

terms of states allowing R.T.O.R., 65.2% indicated intersection capacity had increased, 17.4% indicated it had
not increased, and 17.4% did not give an answer.
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RIGHT
TURN

ON RED

AFTER
STOP
2~" x 30"

Figure 2.

R~gbt Turn On Red Sign

NO
RIGHT ·
TURN

ON RED
24" x 30"

Figure 3.

No Right Turn On Red Sign
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Questions 13 and 14 were answered less than any of
the questions contained within the questionnaire.

The

reason for this could be due to the fact that they are the
last questions on the questionnaire and the person answering the questionnaire possibly tires and slides over them.
Another possibility is that the questions may be bad in
that they are not felt to be as important to traffic
engineers, in relation to the use of R.T.O.R.

The final

possibility and the one ~hat this author feels to be the
best is that traffic engineet'f:3 h~ve not taken a close
enough look at the factors which are required in order to
answer correctly.
Looking at the questions more closely, question 13
asks for the greatest ratio of minor street volumes to
major street volumes at which R.T.O.R. is effective.

Only

eight of the twenty-three states using R.T.O.R. answered
this question.

One stat.e indicated a ratio of 1 to 4, two

states indicated 1 to 3, two also indicated 1 to 2, none
marked 1 to 1, and three stated that R.T.O.R. is effective
at all minor street to major street ratios.
Question 14 followed by asking what volumes the states
felt should limit the use of R.T.O.R.

Only four of the

states answered this question, with one indicating a major
etreet volume of 1000 vph and a minor street volume of
500 vph.

Three indicated a major street volume of 2000 vph

and a minor street volume of 1000 vph.
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B.

Cities
Ninety-three cities were sent a questionnaire* of which

seventy (75.2%) replied.

This is a somewhat larger per-

centage of replies than were received from the states.

The

replies again indicating the high amount of interest throughout the United States that traffic engineers have concerning R.T.O.R.

The interest in this subject is also shown

by the number of engineers filling out the questionnaire
that indicated they would like the results of this study
sent to them.

There were sixty-two cities (88.6%) that

indicated they would like the results.

Five cities (7.1%)

did not indicate whether they did or did not want the
results and three (4.3%) stated that they did not want
the results sent to them.
The first question asked of the cities establishes

the number who are presently using R.T.O.R., and those
who have considered its usage.** Forty-five, 64.3% of
those answering, indicated that they are presently
utilizing R.T.O.R. at signalized intersections.

Two

cities indicated that they are using it with a green right
turn arrow, and twenty-three (32.9%) stated that they were
not presently using R.T.O.R. in any form.

Of the twenty-

three not using it, fifteen signified that they had considered it at one time but had not impJemented it due to

*See sample copy of questionn~ire Appendix C page 104
**For tabulated results of all questions see Appendix B
page 68
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reasons such as the following:
1.

Increases accident potential for pedestrians

2.

Permits too many conflicts

3.

Felt it would increase accident frequency

4.

Disadvantages far outweigh advantages

It was found that R.T.O.R. has been in use in cities
as early as 1949 and was implemented in some cities as late
as July 1971.

Fourteen of the cities using R.T.O.R. had

implemented it since 1967.

This is 31.1% of the number of

cities who indicated that they presently have R.T.O.R.
On page 16 it was shown that 47.8% of the states who have
R.T.O.R. implemented it since 1967.

This writer feels

again it should be stated that the effectiveness of R.T.O.R.
is becoming more recognizable and acceptable to traffic
engineers throughout the United States.
Question 2 establishes the number of cities who have
eliminated R.T.O.R. and for what reasons.

Two cities,

Atlanta, Georgia and Sioux Falls, South Dakota, commented
that they had eliminated R.T.O.R. at all signalized intersections.

Atlanta stated the reason for doing so was

because the model ordinance was adopted in 1943 and did
not allow for the R.T.O.R. movement.

Sioux Falls stated

that they eliminated R.T.O.R. because their local enforcement was not able to attain observance of the stop first
requirements and yield to pedestrians.
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Twenty-three cities indicated that they had eliminated
R.T.O.R. at individual intersections for reasons such
as the following:
1.

At high pedestrian volume intersections

2.

At multi-legged intersections

3.

Where traffic conflicts indicate a hazard

4.

Where visibility is poor

5.

At scramble intersections

6.

Three phase signal intersections

7.

Intersections with irregular geometrics

The next question, number 3, asks each engineer at
which intersections he feels R.T.O.R. works best.*

One

city (2.2%) indicated they felt it worked best at "high
vehicle volume-high pedestrian volume" intersections.
Twelve cities (26.7%) signified they feel it works best

at "low vehicle volume-low pedestrian volume" intersections.
Thirteen cities (28.9%) instead indicated that they felt
it works the best at "high vehicle volume-low pedestrian
volu.'ne" intersections, however: seven cities (15.6%)

commented that they feel it works good at both "low vehiclelow pedestrian volume" intersections and, "high vehiclelow pedestrian volume" intersecti.ons.

There were six

cities (13.31) who felt it works good at all signalized

*Questions 3 through 13 are tabulated only for those cities
who presently are using R.T.O.R. All percentages are
based upcn the number of cities answering that they use
R.T.O.R. unless indicated otherwise.
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intersections.

There were no cities who indicated that

it works best only at "low vehicle-high pedestrian volume"
intersections.

It should be noted that thirty-two of the

thirty-nine cities answering this question indicated that
they felt R.T.O.R. works the best at low pedestrian volume
intersections.
As was previously mentioned question 4 is expressed in
percentages, but shall be converted to poor, fair, and
good by the followi.ng method.
Less than 10% shall be poor, 2.5% and 50% ghall be fair,
75% and 100% shall be good, and obviously don't know shall
remain the same.
Using this procedure, six cities (13.3%) stated that
drivers reacted poorly to R.T.O.R. in their cities.

Four

cities (8.9%) indicated that they found drivers to respond
fair to R.T.O.R.

Nineteen cities (42.2%) indicated that

drivers react good to R.T.O.R. in their cities.

Finally

twelve cities (26.7%) did not know how drivers reacted to
R.T.O.R. on their city streets.
Question number 5 is• follow up to question number 4.
It asks how pedestrians are found to react to R.T.O.R.
The same number of cities, thirteen, (28.9%), indicated
that they found pedestrians to react poor and fair to R.T.
O.R.

Ten cities (22.2%) signified that they found pedes-

trians to react good to R.T.O.R.

Finally, seven (15.6%)

stated that they did not know how pedestrians reacted to
R.T.O.R.
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Question 6 establishes the restrictions which accompany
R.T.O.R. throughout the cities who are using it in the
United States.

Eight cities {17.8%) indicated that the

only restriction which accompanies R.T.O.R. is R.T.O.R.
vehicles must come to a complete stop before entering the
intersection.

One city {2.2%) signified that the only

restriction they use is R.T.O.R. vehicles must yield to
pedestrians.

Thirty-three cities {73.3%) stated that they

used both the previously mentioned restrictions, R.T.O.R.
vehicles must come to complete stop before entering the
intersection and R.T.O.R. vehicles must yield to pedestrians.
Two cities (4.4%) signified that they used all of the
above mentioned restrictions plus requiring pedestrians
to yield to R.T.O.R. vehicles.

Finally a few of the cities

stated that they required R.T.O.R. vehicles to yield to
cross street vehicles.

This restriction was not given as

a possible answer to be checked on the questionnaire.

It

was assumed that this restriction is true for all R.T.O.R.
movements.
Questior1 7 asks if R.T.O.R. is permitted at intersections which have "walk-don't walk" pedestrian signals.
Twenty-eight cities (62.2%) indicated they allow the
R.T.O.R. movement at intersections which have pedestrian
signals.

Sixteen cities (35.8%) stated that they did not.

Each city was asked if they had noticed any considerable increase in accidents with the use of R.T.O.R.
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in question

a.

Thirty-three cities (73.3%) indicated

that they had not and seven (15.6%) stated that they had.
Question 9 is a two part question, the first part
asking if there is a separate turning lane for R.T.O.R.
vehicles.

The second part asks if they feel there should

be a R.T.O.R. lane.

Only one city (2.2%) indicated that

they have a right-turn lane for R.T.O.R. vehicles at all
intersections.

Eight cities (17.8%) stated that they

did not have a separate turning lane at any intersection
for R.T.O.R. vehicles.

Finally thirty-three cities (73.3%)

signified that they used a separate right-turn lane for
R.T.O.R. vehicles at some intersections.
When asked if they felt there should be such a separate
turning lane, thirteen (28.8%) replied that there should
be, and twenty-two (48.9%) stated that they felt it wasn't
necessary.
The next question, number 10, is concerned with
signing.

The problem of uniformity which was mentioned

earlier in this paper again is obvious here in the cities
as it was in the states.

Eighteen cities (40%) indicated

that they use a sign at each intersection showing R.T.O.R.

is permissible.*

However, ninteen cities (42.2%) do not

use such a sign at each intersection, but on the contrary,
use a sign only where the movement is prohibited.

*For typical ,igns used see page 23

And
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finally five cities (ll.1%) use a sign showing the allowance
of R.T.O.R. at some intersections and not at others.
When asked if it was felt that a sign showing the
allowance of R.T.O.R. at each intersection was more
effective in response from the driver, seventeen cities
(37.8%) indicated yes and twelve (26.7%) signified that
they thought it was not.
Question 11 asks if it was felt that intersection
capacity has increased by R.T.O.R. enough to verify its
usage.

Thirty-three cities (74.4%} indicated that they

felt it had, while seven cities (15.6%) stated that they
thought it had not.

Two cities who do not have R.T.O.R.

commented that they felt intersection capacity would
not be increased by the usage of R.T.O.R.

One city which

R.T.O.R. stated that they feel it lessens delay

is a convenience, but generally has little effect on
capacity.
The response to the next two questions was very similar
to those received from the !tat~~.

Only eighteen cities

(40.0%} who have R.T.O.R. answered question 12, which
asked for the greatest ratio of minor street volume to
major street volumoes that they found R.T.O.R. to be effective.
One city (2.2%) indicated a ratio of l to 4, two cities
(4.4%) indicbted 1 to 3, six cities (13.3%) signified a
ratio of 1 to 2, three cities (6.7%) marked a 1 to l ratio,
and finally one city (2.2%) felt that both 1 to 2 and 1 to
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1 ratios were moat effective.

Five cities commented that

they felt R.T.O.R. to be effective at all intersections
regardless of major and minor street ratios and volumes.
The response to question 13 was somewhat greater than
to the previous question.

Twenty cities (44.4%) who have

R.T.O.R. answered this question concerning R.T.O.R. and
limiting volumes.

Two cities (4.4%) indicated they felt

R.T.O.R. should be limited to a major street volume of
500

vehicles per hour (VPH) and a minor street volume of

250 VPH.

Four cities (8.91) stated that it should be

limited to a major street volume of 100 VPH and minor street
volume of 500 VPH.

Four cities (8.9%) also indicated that

they felt it should be limited to a major street volume
of 200 VPH and minor street volume of 1000 VPH.

There

were seven cities (15.61) who stated that they felt R.T.O.R.
should not be limited by volumes.

However, there was one

city who commented that they felt R.T.O.R. was self-limiting
due to volumes.
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V.

SUMMARY

The results of the questionnaire have been tabulated
in Appendix A and B for states and cities respectively.
The percentage reply of the states (72%) and the cities
(75.2%) was approximately the same.

The percentage reply

however was somewhat low when compared with that received
by Rankin (90%) in 1955, Ray (78.9%) in 1956, and the
Traffic Engineering Department of th~ City of Wichita,
Kansas (95%) in 1963.

However, it is felt that the

amount of questionnaires returned (70 cities, and 36
states) was sufficient to establish the extent to which
R.T.O.R. is presently being used in the United States.
Table I gives statistical percentages of three
questionnaire surveys which have been conducted in the
last 17 years.

Results of each survey is compared under

four headings.

The first heading shows the total per-

centage of cities replying in each survey that allows
R.T.O.R. in some form.

The remaining headings are the

particular forms that R.T.O.R. is presently being used in
the United States.

Percentages given under these headings

are based upon the number of replies received in each of
the respective surveys.
Comparing the survey conducted in this report with
the other two given in Table 1, questionnaire survey II
by the City of Wichita, Kansas is the better one of the
two for comparison.

The reason being that the number of
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replies received by both this survey and Wichita's (70 by
this one and 75 by Wichita's) was approximately the same.
Looking at Column I of Table I it can be seen that
the number of cities installing and utilizing R.T.O.R. in
the last 9 years has increased by more than 15%, and the
number of cities using it with a green arrow has decreased
more than 25.1%.

However, the number of cities using it

with a sign has increased 8.5% as compared to an increase
of over 20% of the cities using it without a sign.

The

usage of R.T.O.R. seems to have increased in the last few
years with the utilization of "Blank.et R.T.O.R." increasing
considerably.

To further verify that R.T.O.R. utilization

has increased since the early 1960's it was determined
on page 19 of the results that of the twenty-three states
indicating they uee R.T.O.R. eleven (47.8%) have established it since 1967, and six (26%) have had it in effect only
since 1970.

It was also pointed out on page 27 that

fourteen of the forty-five cities who are using R.T.O.R.
without a green arrow have implemented it since 1967.
This is 31.1% of the cities who indicated that they
presently have R.T.O.R.
None of the states replying indicated that they had
ever eliminated R.T.O.R. completely, and only two cities
stated that they had.

Therefore, it seems that the

usage of R.T.O.R. in the United States is continuously
increasing.
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There were a large nwnber of comments received from
Traffic Engineers concerning problems they had encountered
as well as advantages they had realized with R.T.O.R.
Listed below are the major problems encountered and the
conditions under which R.T.O.R. works well.
Problems Encountered:
1.

Increased vehicular conflict, particularly
where sight distance is poor.

2.

If pedestrian volumes are high, little bene-

fit is gained and conflicts frequently occur.
3.

Cross-walks frequently blocked by cars waiting
to turn right.

4.

Motorist assume R.T.O.R. in effect where not
signed.

R.T.O.R. Works Well With:
1.

Little or no pedestrian traffic.

2.

High right-turn demand.

3.

Separate right turn lane.

4.

Clear view of approaching traffic.

s.

Available cross-street gaps.

Number 1 and 2 of "Problems Encountered" above states
that an increase in vehicular and pedestrian conflicts is
often experienced with the use of R.T.O.R.

Conflict

diagrams for R.T.O.R., R.T.O.G., and "L.T.O.G. yield" for
a signalized intersection with a single approach lane on
all legs are shown in Figure 4.

It is noted in conflict
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diagram C for R.T.O.R. there exists one vehicle-vehicle
conflict and two vehicle-pedestrian conflicts.

B for "L.T.O.G. yield" the

samP-

In diagram

nu!nber and type of con-

flicts exists except at different locations in the intersection.

Figure 4 shows the conflict diagram for a

R.T.O.G.

For this movement there exists only two vehicle-

pedestrinn conflicts.
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L.T.O.G. Yield

R.T.O.R.

Conflict Diagrams For R.T.O.G., L.T.O.G. Yield,
And R.T.O.R.

The R.T.O.R. movement possess an additional conflict not
found in the R.T.O.G . movement, but has the same number
and type as the "L.T.O.G. yie:d" movement.

The L.T.O.G.

yield movement has been accepted and used for many years.
It

1s

generally used at intersections which have low
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left-turn volumes and low vehicular volumes in the lane
or lanes that are being crossed.

Since the P.T.O.R. move-

ment has basically the same number and type of conflicts
as those of "L.T.O.G. yield" movement and has one less
conflict than R.T.O.G., perhaps it should be utilized at
signalized intersections.

It has been proven by Ray (2)

that a R.T.O.R. vehicle was able to reduce its travel
time through a CBD 7 to 10%, and was able to reduce its
delay at a signal as much as 66% during off peak hours
and 38% during peak hours when R.T.O.R. was utilized.

It

was also concluded by a technical committee of the Institute
of Traffic Engineers (6) that R.T.O.R. accidents are a
non-significant portion of the total at a signalized intersection.

To further verify this the Traffic Control

Department of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma (4), found a 4.7%
reduction in accident frequency was experienced with the
use of R.T.O.R. when accidents were equated to the exposure
of vehicle intersection crossings.

Finally in this

questionnaire survey it was found that 65.2% of the
Traffic Engineers with states that replied felt that
intersection capacity had increased with the usage of
R.T.O.R., and 74.4% of the City Traffic Engineers also
felt it had increased.
In summary, it has been shown that no additional
conflicts are caused by R.T.O.R. movement.

It was also

shown that R.T.O.R. possessed only one conflict more than
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the R.T.O.G. movement.

To counteract this additional

conflict it has been determined by researchers that (1)
travel time and vehicular delay for a single vehicle was
reduced with the usage of R.T.O.R.,

(2) R.T.O.R. accidents

are a non significant portion of the total at a signalized
intersection, and (3) a high percentage of Traffic Engineers
who have R.T.O.R. feel that intersection capacity has
increased with R.T.O.R. enough to justify its usage.

Table I

Questionnaire
Survey

Results of Three R.T.O.R. Questionnaire Surveys

All Forms
of RTOR
. ( %)

I.

1955
Mr. W.W. Rank.i.n
(18 cities replying)

II. 1963

I
with Green
Arrow Only
(%)

III
With Sign
(ll

IV
Without Sign

(IJ

88,9

61.1

11.1

16.7

52.0

28.0

17.3

6.7

67.1

2,9

25.8

27.1

Traffic Engineering
Division, City of
Wichita, :Kansas
(75 cities replying)

m.

1972
University of
Missouri-Rolla
(70 cities replying)
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VI.

CONCLUSIONS

It was stated at the beginning of this paper that
the purpose of the study was to determine the number of
cities and states throughout the United States who are
utilizing R.T.O.R. and to evaluate the comments they had
concerning various aspects of its use.
From replies received it is obvious that R.T.O.R. is
becoming more and more accepted by drivers, pedestrians,
and Traffic Engineers throughout the United States.

This

can be verified by the high percentage of cities and
states responding that they are presently using R.T.O.R.
Of the seventy cities replying, 67.1% indicated they are
using R.T.O.R., and 63.8% of the thirty-six states replying gave an affirmative answer.
As one evaluates the answers and comments received
from each questionnaire he observes that the city or state
which has had R.T.O.R. in effect for a pe:iod of years
seems to express the most favorable opinions regarding
its use.

For example the state of Washington has us~d

R.T.O.R. since 1959 and they had the following comment:
"We strongly favor R.T.O.R. - avoids sign proliferation,
increases capacity, and we have never noted an accident
problem."

It could be concluded that like many other

things R.T.O.R. becomes better and more accepted with age.
Based upon the replies and comments received in this
extensive questionnaire study from many Traffic Rngineers
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of cities and states throughout the United States and from
a very thorough search and study of available literature
~nd past research on the subject, it is felt by this
author that R.T.O.R. is a safe beneficial practice which
should be utilized uniformly, at intersections which have
been carefully studied, throughout the United States.

This

endorsement of R.T.O.R. being a safe practice may be
verified by calling your attention to the question in
the questionnaire which asked if any considerable increase
in accidents with the use of R.T.O.R. had he.en noticed.
Only two of the twenty-three states and seven of the
forty - five cities who have R.T.O.R. indicated that they
had noticed a considerable increase in accidents.

On

page 5 of this paper it was pointed out that James C. Ray
concluded in a study of R.T.O.R. that it contributes a
very insignificant number of accidents to the total
accident experience.

Finally, it was stated on page 6

of this paper that the Traffic Control Department of
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma concluded that a reduction of 4.7%
in accident frequency was experienced with R.T.O.R.
In order to safely state that R.T.O.R. is a beneficial
practice refer to the question contained within this
questionnaire which asked if intersection capacity had
increased by R.T,O.R. enough to verify its usage.

Fifteen

of the nineteen states (78.9%) and thirty-three of the
forty cities (80.2%) answering this question inlicated
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they felt it had,

To -_iurther confirm this statement refer

back to page 2 of this paper where it was stated that
Mr. Ray concluded from field data that vehicles allowed
to make a R.T.O.R. where found to reduce travel time
through a Central Business District 7 to 10%.
The problems of uniformity in signing and warrants
.

.

for the establishment of R.T.O.R. · were the ones indicated
most often from the replies _received.

As was previously

pointed out eleven of the states replying use a sign at
each intersection stating the allowance of R.T.O.R., whi le
ten use a sign only where it is not allowed.

Eighteen

of the ci.ties · replying use a sign at ~ach intersection where
it is allowed, and nineteen use a sign only where it is
not allowed.

While two cities -use a sign at some inter-

sections while they do not at others.

It can be seen that

signing is definitely a major problem with approximately
half of the cities and states using one technique while
the other half uses another.
This writer feels that R.T.O.R. should be adopted
as a "Blanket Rule" and signed only at those intersections
where it is not allowed.

There are far more intersections

where R.T.O.R. can be used than where it cannot, therefore,
from an economical standpoint it would be considerably
cheaper to sign only the prohibitive intersections.

Also,

from the point of view of safety it would be better.
was indicated by many Traffic Engineers in cities and

It
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states who uae a sign allowing R.T.O,R. that drivers often
attempt to turn right on red at those intersections where
it is not allowed.

By

signing where prohibited drivers

would be aware of the nonallowance of the movement.
Finally the question at what intersections should
R.T.O.R. not be allowed.

The following is a list of

criteria which may be used to determine intersections
where R.T.O.R. should not be installed.
1.

Offset intersections

2.

Multi-legged intersections

3.

Where there is inadequate sight distance, should
meet the following criteria for sight distance:
~

"ZOMPH
30 MPH

40 MPH
50 MPH

4.

Sight Distance
147 feet 221 feet
294 feet
368 feet

Where pedestrian volume is greater than 1800 P.P.H.
on both approaches which crosses R.T.O.R. approach.

5.

At scramble intersections.

6.

At intersections near schools.

In order for R.T.O.R. to work effectively and
efficiently Traffic Engineers must study each intersection
very carefully and evalua~e it according to the criteria
set forth above, as well as his professional knowledge
and judgement.

Drivers must be required to come to a

complete stop and yield to all pedestrians and cross
street traffic before entering the intersection.
laws must also be very carefully enforced.

Pedestrian
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VII.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

In addition to the questionnaire survey which has
been conducted and summarized in this paper other aspects
of research concerning R.T.O.R. should follow.

Listed

below are various types of research this author feels
would be of beneficial significance concerning R.T.O.R.
1.

A before and after accident studya

One could choose

intersections where R.T.O.R. was not in use and survey
the respective accident records for a designated
period of time.

A sign indicating the allowance of

R.T.O.R. should then be placed at each intersection
and the number and type of accidents occur.ring there
after for the allotted period of time should be
compared with the accidents, before R.T.O.R. was
installed, by number and type.
2.

Reduction in delay per vehicle per intersection:
The amount of time saved per vehicle per intersection
could be determined in terms of cycle length, red
time, or some other appropriate time element with
the aid of a stop watch.

3.

Acceptance of R.T.O.R. by drivers:

This specific

area could cover many items such as acceptance by
signing, by cross-street gaps, intersection geometrics,
and etc.

By placing a sign which states that R.T.O.R.

is allowed a count may be taken to determine the
number of drivers utilizing it for a previously determined accepted cross-street gap.

The sign could then
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be rMlOvad and dat~ for acceptance again collected.
R.T.O.R. could also be observed at intarsections
with different geometric conditions.

Intersections

with two approach lanes on the street perpendicular
to R.T.O.R. approach would be one type to observe.
Another would be an intersection which has two approach
lanes in the direction of the approaching R.T.O.R.
vehicles, or an intersection with an exclusive
approach lane for R.T.O.R. vehicles.
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APPENDIX A
Tabulation of State Replies

TABLE I

State

A. Does your
state pl:-esently have
RTOR?
Yes
Uo

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland
Massachusetts
Minnesota
Montana
Nebraska

B. If so when
was it implemented?

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x

n,~t

has

your state
ever considered it?
'2'es
No

b. fl

considered
why did you decide against
is,lementin2 it?

No legislation ~o
permit it

Dec. 1969
1953
1937
1969
Jan. 1970
1968

x
x

Felt it would increase accident
problem

1970
July 1971
Many years
1950

x

x
x

C. If

x

x

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
California
Colorado
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
*Illinois
Indiana

QUESTION 1

x
x

Many years

x

Green times may
be reapportioned
to reduce delay

TABLE I

State

A. Does your
state presently have

(continued)

B. If so when
was it implemented?

RTOR?

Yes
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
*South Carolina
Utah
**Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
TOTALS

x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
23

No

x

x
x
x

x
x

C. If not has
you:r state
eve,::- cons id ered it?
Yes
~o

D. If considered
why did you decide against implementing ~t?

Before 1960
Sept. 1971

x

x
Unsafe practice

1969
Dec. 1970
1941

x

Pedestrian Conflict

x

June 1972
1959

x

x
1967
13

1937 - 1972

*Allowed at "T" intersections only
**Allowed with use of right turn arrow

Ul
N

TABLE II

State

A. Ha!l your
st21te ever
ellminated it?
Yen

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
California

Colorado
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
*Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland
Massachusetts
Minnesota
Montan,i
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire

x

x

QUESTIONS 2 AND 3
B.

If so, why?

No

x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x

If your state !oes not
permit RTOR, can cities
authorize it within
their cit~ limits?
Yes
No

x

Where unexpected
conflict exist
(S-legged intersection)
Certain intersections

x
x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
a

X,

l11

w

TABLE II

State

A. Has your
state ever
eliminated it?
Yer;

New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
South Carolina
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
W:.ishington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
TOTALS

(continued)

B. If

so,

No

why?

If your state does nof
permit RTOR, can cities
authorize it within
their city limits?

x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x

2

30

*Cities may not authorize it on state highways

4

9

TABLE III

State

Alaska
Arizona
California
Colorado
Delaware
Florida
Idaho
Iowa
Kansas
K'!ntucky
Louisiana
Maryland
*Minnesota
Montana
Nevada
New Mexico
North Dakota
Pennsylvania
Utah

QUESTION 4

B. At which intersections !o
A. If your state
presentl y has
you feel it works best?
RTOR, is it used low veh. high veh. !ow ve~. blgfi veh.
volume
at all signalvolume
volume
volume
ized in1:ersec+
+
+
+
tions?
high ped. high ped. low ped. low ped.
volume
volume
volume
volume
•
Yes
No
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

All

x

x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x

U1

u,

QUESTION III

A.
State

Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wyoming
TOTALS

QUESTION 4

ao

If your state
B. At which intersections
presently has
you feel it works best?
RTOR, is it used low veh. high veh. low vrfi. high veh.
at all signalvolume
volume
volurnE
volume
ized intersec+
+
+
+
tions?
high ped. high ped. low ped. low ped.
volume
volume
volume
volume
Yes
No

x
3

x
x
17

x

x

x
x

-

i.....
0

0

*Depends more on geometrics and signal operations

All

3

6

-

3

7

than above

l11
O'\

TABLE IV

State
Alaska
Arizona
California
Colorado
Delaware
Florida
Idaho
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland
Minnesota
Montana
Nevada
New Mexico
North Dakota
Pennsylvania
Utah
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wyoming
TOTALS

QUESTIONS 5 AND 6

Hc,w do you find drivers
react to RTOR?
~,od Fair Poor bo Not
Know

x
x

x

x

x
x
:c
13

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

,c

x

x

x

>=
>:

,~

Know

x
x

Y.

x

react to RTOR?

Good Fair '5oor Do Not
x

x

>:

How do you find peaestrlans

x
x
x

x
7

x

x

x
0

1

6

7

x

-

2

6
tn
.....,

TABLE V

QUESTION 7

.

State

Alaska
Arizona
California
Colorado
Delaware
Florida
Idaho
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland
Minnesota
Montana
Nevada
New Mexico
North Dakota
Pennsylvania
Utah
Virginia

Are there any
intersections
A. Vehic e must come B.
to complete stop
before entering
the intersection

x

x
x

x

x

at

.

.. e
must
yield to
vehicle

x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x

u,

co

TABLE V

State

(continued)

Are there any
intersections
• Ve c
come
to co~plete stop
before entering
the intersection

er

Washington
West Virginia
Wyoming

x
x

x

TOTALS

2

2

x

**

x
0

1

18

1

**Seven states indicated that RTOR vehicles must yield to cross-street
vehicles

-
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TABLE VI

State

Alaska
Arizona
California
Colorado
Delaware
Florida
Idaho
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland
Minnesota
Montana
Nevada
New Mexico
North Dakota
Pennsylvania
Utah
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wyoming
TOTALS

QUESTIONS 8 AND 9

fs RTOR permitted at
intersections which
have "Walk-Don't Walk"
signals that conflict
with the movement?
Yes
No

x
x
Sometimes
Sometimes

x
x
x
x
x

x

Have you noticed any
considerable increase
in accidents with use
of RTOR?
Yes

x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x

9

x
10

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

No

x

2

19

TABLE VII

QUESTION 10

Is there a separate turning lane for B. Do you fee!
RTOR vehicles at:
there should
All
No
Some
be?
intersections intersections intersections
•
!es
~o

A.
state

Alaska
Arizona
California
Colorado
Delaware
Florida
Idaho
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland
Minnesota
Montana
Nevada
New Mexico
North Dakota
Pennsylvania
Utah
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wyoming
TOTALS

x

x
x
x

x

x

x
x
x
K
x

6

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x

1

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
14

7

13
0\

'"""
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TABLE VIII

State

A. Does your state use B.
a sign at each intersection that shows
RTOR is permissible?
Yes

*Alaska
*Arizona
*California
*Colorado
Delaware
*Florida
Idaho
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland
*Minnesota
Montana
*Nevada
*New Mexico
North Dakota
Pennsylvania
*Utah
Virginia
*Washington
West Virginia
Wyoming
TOTALS

QUESTION 11

x

No

x

some

x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
11

x

x
x
x

x

x
x

Do you feel that sucb
a sign at each intersection is more effective in response
from the driver?
Yes
No

10

0

10

4

*Sign used only at intersections where maneuver is prohibited
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TABLE IX

State

Alaska
Arizona
California
Colorado
Delaware
Florida
Idaho
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland
Minnesota
Montana
Nevada
New Mexico
North Dakota
Pennsylvania
Utah
Vii-ginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wyoming
TOTALS

QUESTION 12

Do you feel intersection
capacity has increased
by RTOR enough to verify
its usaie?
Yes
No

x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
15

x
x

4
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TABLE X QUESTION 13

What ls the greatest ratio of
State
Alaska
Arizona
California
Colorado
Delaware
Florida
Idaho
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland
Minnesota
Montana
Nevada
New Mexico
North Dakota
Pennsylvania
Utah
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wyoming
TOTALS

minor street volumes to major
street volumes that you find
RTOR is effective?
l:4 1:3 1,2 1:1 Other
All
x

x

x

All

x

x
All

1

2

2

0

3
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TABLE XI

IE
State

QUESTION 14
what

volumes do

Major-500

Major-1000

Major-2000

Minor-250

Minor-500

Minor-1000

Alaska
Arizona
California
Colorado
Delaware
Florida
Idaho

Other
Values

x

Iowa

Kansas

x

Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland
Minnesota
Montana
Nevada
New Mexico
North Dakota
Pennsylvania
Utah
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wyoming
TOTALS

y~u feel

RTOR should be limited?

x

x

0

1

3

0
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QUESTION tl6

COMMENTS

Delaware - Our use is extremely limited at this time.

We

are attempting to determine the ground rules for
best usage.
Alaska - We have requested a revision of MOTCD Section
4B-5 which requires a sign to enact R.T.O.R.

This

requirement costs $100 per intersection, clutters up
the drivers view, and accomplishes nothing.
South Carolina - Its disadvantages outweigh the advantages.
Louisiana - R.T.O.R. is allowed when right turn volumes
are such that signal operation and capacity can be
materially aided by the move.
Vermont - If it is desired to permit right turn movement
when through traffic is- stopped by a red signal indication, this shou~d be done by use of green arrow
indications.

There should be an extra lane on the

inter leg to receive the right-turn movement.
Florida - We have experienced no problems as a result
of this l~w (R.T.O.R.) and have found that on many
heavily traveled facilities, we increased capacity.
Wyoming - We don't recommend R.T.O.R. at heavily pedestrian
usage intersections.

We have found that some motorists

try to turn at any intersection whether it is signed
or not undoubtedly due to difference in state laws
and signing practices.
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Washington - We post a sign only where R.T.O.R. is not
permitted.
sections.

This avoids sign proliferation at interI firmly believe any attempt to change

our law would fail miserably.

We strongly favor

R.T.O.R. - avoids sign proliferation, increases
capacity, and we have never noted an accident problem.
Indiana - State highway commission has approved the use
of R.T.O.R. however, we feel that its use would
generally increase the accident problem
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APPENDIX B
Tabulation of City Replies

TABLE XII

A.
City

Does your
city presently have

QUESTION 1

B. If

so when
was it implemented?

RTOR?

Albuquerque, NM
Amarillo, TX
Anchorage, AK
Arlington, VA
Atlanta, GA
Baltimore, MD
Baton Rouge, LA
Beverly Hills, CA
Birmingham, AL
Boise, ID
Boston, MA
*Charleston, SC
Charlotte, NC
Chattanooga, TN
Cincinnati, OH
Columbus~ OH
Date County, FL
Dallas, TX
Denver, co
Des Moines, IA
Fort Wayne, IN

Yes
x

x

x
x
x
x

x

If not his

your city
ever conaidered it?
Yes
No
1

No

x
x
x
x

x
x

1971
1960

x

b. 'ff cons!:clerecl

why did you decide against iJDplementing it?_

Pedestrians become
in season

x

x

x
Many years
Many years
Many years

x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

c.

Increases accident
potential for pedestrians

x
Permits too many
conflicts

1955
Before 1950
Many years
1970
1970
July 1971
1969

·«

0\

\0

TABLE XII (continued)

A Does your
City

Fresno, CA
Grand Rapids, MI
Hartford, CT
Honolulu, HI
Touston, TX
Indianapolis, IN
Kansas City, MO
King County, WA
Las Vegas, NV
Lexington, KY
*Little Rock AR
Los Angeles, CA
Louisville, KY
Macon, GA
Madison, WI
Meridian, MS
Milwaukee, WI
Minneapolis, MN
Mobile AL
Nashville, TN
Oakland, CA
Oklahoma City, OK
Omaha, NB
Philadelphia, PA
Phoenix, AZ

city presently have
RTOR?
Yes
No

x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x

B. If

so, when
was it implemented?

If not has b. If considered

your city
ever considered it?
Yes Ro

why did you decide against impleme~ting it?

Early 1950's

x
1959

x

Pedestrian movement

x

1968
1969
1960
1968
1949
Many years
Many years
1950

x
x

c.

1968

x
x

Potential pedestrian hazard

x

1970
July 1971
Before 1946
-..J

0

TABLE XII (continued)
A. Boes your

City

Pittsburgh, PA
Portland, OR
Providence, RI
Raleigh, NC
Reno, NV
Richmond, VA
Roanoke, VA
Sacramento, CA
Salt Lake City, UT
San Francj.sco, CA
San Jose, CA
Sioux Falls, SC
Spokane, WA
Springfield, IL
Springfield, MO
St. Louis, MO
St. Joseph, MO
Syracuse, NY
Tampa, F'L
Toledo, OH
Tucson, AZ

city presently have
RTOR?
Yes
No

x
x

x

B. If

so when
was it i?r:plemented?

Many years

x
x

x
Many years

x
x

Many years
Many years

x

x

x
x

x

1967

x

x
x

Many years
1955

If considered
why did you decide against irnplementing it?

x
No legal coverage
if employed

x
x

1967
1971

o.

x
x

x

x

x

If not has
your city
ever conside red it?
Yes
No

x

x

x

c.

x

Felt it would only
mercase the number
of accidents

TABLE XII (continued)

City

A. C1oes your
city presently have
B:TOR?

Yes

B.

If so when
was it implemented?

No

c.

If not has
your city
ever considered it?
Yes
No

x

Tulsa, OK

x

Urbana, IL

x

x

Wichita, KS

x

x

TOTALS

45

25

*Allowed with use of right turn arrow

1949-July 1971

15

-

8

b. If considerec!
why did you decide ·against imJ2lementing it?_

Felt it would cause
increase in accident
frequency
Still thinking about
it
Disadvantages far
outweigh advantages

TABLE XIII QUESTION 2

A.

City
**Albuquerque,
Amarillo, TX

NM

**Anchorage, At,
Arlington, VA
*Atlanta, GA
Baltimore, MD
Baton Rouge, LA
Beverley Hills, CA
Birmingham, AL
**Boise, Idaho
Boston, MA
Charleston, SC
Charlotte, NC
Chattonooga, TN
Cincinnati, OH
Columbus, OH
Dade County, Fl

Has your city ever
eliminated RTOR?
No
Yes

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x
x

B. If so, why?

At intersections where there
are too many pedestrians
In 1943 when r.iodel ordinance
was adopted
At multi-legged intersections

x
x
x
x

Ped. and Veh. conflicts were
too great to risk

x
At intersections where traffic conflicts indicate a
hazard

.....

w

TABLE XIII (continued)

City

A. Has your city ever
eliminated RTOR?
---~··· ··- ·--· - . - - -·-Yes w -·-- -

Dallas, TX
Denver, CO
Des Moines, IA
Fort Wayne, IN
**Fresno, CA
Grand Rapids, MI
Hartford, CT
Honolulu, HI

so7·-wy7

--- --- -- ---

X
X
X

x
x
x

x

x

Ho u ston, TX
Indianapolis, IN
Kansas City, MO
King County, WA

x

Las Vegas, NV

x

Lexington, KY
Little Rock, AR
**Los Angeles, CA
Loui s ville, KY

~Ir

On individual basis due
to operational problems

x

x

x

Where visibility is
poor
At scramble intersections,
or where conflicts are
higher than normal

x
x
At one time the city employed RTOR at all intersections. Accident experience was high and the law
was repealed and now RTOR
is only permitted Hhere
slg_ned

....,
.i:,..

TABLE XIII (continued)
City
Macon, GA

A. Has your city ever
eliminated RTOR?
Yes
No

x

x

Madison, WI
Meridian, MS
Milwaukee, WI
Minneapolis, MN
Mobile, AL
Nashville, TN
Oakland, CA
Oklahoma City, OR
Omaha, NB
Philadelphia, PA

x
x
x

Phoenix, AZ
Pittsburgh, PA

x

Portland, OR
Providence, RI
Raleigh, NC
**Reno, NV
Richmond, VA
Roanoke, VA

B. If so,

wfiy'

At approximately 5 intersections, with extremely
heavy traffic volumes

x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x

At 5-legged intersections
At pedestrian hazard
intersections
At locations with ped.
conflicts

TABLE XIII (continued)
City

A.

Has your city ever
eliminated RTOR?
Yes
No

Sacramento, CA

x

Salt Lake City, UT

x
x

San Francisco, CA
San Jose, CA
*Sioux Falls, SD

x

x

B. If

so, wfiy?

•

At intersections with 3phase signals and off set
intersections
At intersections with
i,:regular .geometrica
3'!"way intersection•
At intersections with bad
geometrics or heavy volumes
Enforcement was unable to

attain observance of the
stop first requirements

Spokane, WA
Springfield, IL
Springfield, MO
St. Louis, MO
St. Joseph, MO
Syracuse, NY

and yield toped.

x
x

At locations where sign and

x
x
x

distance is restricted
At locations with poor
visibility, or confusing
geometrics

TABLE XIII (continued)
City

A.

Has your city ever
eliminated RTOR?
Yes

Tampa, FL
Toledo, OH
Tucson, AZ
Tulsa, OK
Urbana, IL
Wichita, KS
TOTALS

x

B. If so, why?

No

x

x
x
x
25

35

*Eliminated RTOR at all intersections (2-cities)
(6-·c ities)

**Use RTOR at all signalized intersections

TABLE XIV

QUESTION 3

t?
City

•
High

Albuquerque, NM
Anchorage, AK
Baton Rouge, LA
Beverly Hills, CA
Birmingham, AL
Boise, ID
Chattanooga, TN
Cincinnati, OH
Columbus, OH
Dade County, FL
Dallas, TX
Denver, CO
Des Moines, IA
Fort Wayne, IN
Fresno, CA
Honolulu, HI
Indianapolis, IN
Kansas City, MO
King County, WA
Las Vegas, NV
Lexington, KY
Los Angeles, CA
Louisville, KY
Macon, G.Z\
Meridian, MS

vol.

High

vol.

vol.

x
x

Low

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x

All

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x
x

•

vol.

x

x

VO

x

x

x
x

x
-.J

co

TABLE XIV (continued)

City

Low ve. vo.

+
High ped. vol.
Minneapolis, MN
Nashville, TN
Oakland, CA
Oklahoma City, OK
Omaha, NB
Philadelphia, PA
Phoenix, AZ
Pittsburgh, PA
Portland, OR
Reno, NV
Sacramento, CA
Salt Lake City, UT
San Francisco, CA
San Jose, CA
Sioux Falls, SD
Spokane, WA
St. Louis, MO
St. Joseph, MO
Tampa, FL
Toledo, OH
Tucson, AZ
TOTALS

g
High

vol.

Low v,eh.

H gh veh. vo •

+
Low ped. vol.

Low ped. vol.

+

x

All

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

13

12
7

6

TABLE XV
City
Albuquerque, NM
Anchorage, AK
Baton Rouge, LA
Beverly Hills, CA
Birmingham, AL
Boise, IO
Chattonooga, TN
Cincinnati, OH
Columbus, OH
Dade County, FL
Dallas, TX
Denver, CO
Des Moines, IA
Fort Wayne, IN
Fresno, CA
Honolulu, HI
Indianapolis, IN
Kansas City, MO
King County, WA
Las Vegas, NV
Lexington, KY
Los Angeles, CA
Louisville, KY
Macon, GA
Meridian, MS
Minneapolis, MN
Nashville, TN

QUESTION 4

Approximate!~ what I of the drivers utiilze iti'tSft' '
Less than l0%
2 %
50%
1~1
Iot11
Do ffot itnow

x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

•

x
x

x

x
x
x

x

0)

0

TABLE XV

City
Oakland, CA
Oklahoma, OK
Omaha, NB
Philadelphia, PA
Phoenix, AZ
Pittsburgh, PA
Portland, OR
Reno, NV
Sacramento, CA
Salt Lake City, UT
San Francisco, CA
San Jose, CA
Sioux Falls, SD
Spokane, WA
St. Louis, MO
St. Joseph, MO
Tampc1, FL
Toledo, OH
Tucc;on, AZ
TOTALS

Eess

(continued)

Atfiroximately what% of the arivers utilize ftll'eR,
an !ol
25%
501
1~1
!ool
bo Not !now

x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

3

1

9

x

x

x

x
6

x
x

x
10

12

ex,

......
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TABLE XVI

City
Albuquerque, NM
Anchorage, AK
Baton Rouge, LA
Beverly Hills, CA
Birmingham, AL
Boise, ID
Chattanooga, TN
Cincinnati, OH
Columbus, OH
Dade County, FL
Dallas, TX
Denver, co
Des Moines, IA
Fort Wayne, IN
Fresno, CA
Honolulu, HI
Indianapolis, IN
Kansas City, MO
King County, WA
Las Vegas, NV
Lexington, KY
Los Angeles, CA
Louisville, KY
Macon, GA
Meridian, MS
Minneapolis, MN
Nashville, TN
Oakland, CA
Okalhoma City, OK
Omaha, NB
Philadelphia, PA
Phoenix, AZ

QUESTION 5

How do you find pedestrians
C"..000

react to RTOR?

FAIR
x
x

tsooR

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

DO NOT t<~ow

x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x
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TABLE XVI (continued)

City
Pittsburgh, PA
Portland, OR
Reno, NV
Sacramento, CA
Salt Lake City, UT
San Francisco, CA
San Jose, CA
Sioux Falls, SD
Spokane, WA
St. Louis, MO
St. Joseph, MO
Tampa, FL
Toledo, OH
Tucson, AZ
TOTALS

How do you find pedestrians
react to RTOR?

GOOD

FAIR

x
x
x
x

10

DO NOT RN6w

x

x

x

POOR

x

x
x
x

x
13

13

7

TABLE XVII

City

**Albuquerque, NM
Anchorage, AK
Bat.on Rouge, LA
Beverly Hills, ('A
Birmingham, AL
Boise, ID
Cha.ttanooga, TN
Cincinnati, OH
Columbus, OH
**Dade County, FL
Dallas, TX
Denver, co
Des Moines, IA
Fort WAyne, IN
Fresno, CA
Honolulu, HI
Indianapolis, IN
Kansas City, MO
**King County, WA
Las Vegas, NV
Lexington, KY
Los Angeles, CA
Louisville, KY
Macon, GA

QUESTION 6

Are there any restrictions which accompanx RTO~?
A. Vehicle must come B. Vehicle musf
C. Pedestrian D.
to complete stop
yield topedmust yield
before entering
estrians
to vehicles
the intersection

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

-

t1>ther

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

...
a,

TABLE XVII (continued)

Are there an

City

Meridian, MS
Minneapolis, MN
Nashville, 'l'N
Oakland, CA
Oklahoma City, OK
Omaha, NB
Philadelphia, PA
Phoenix, AZ
Pittsburgh, PA
Portland, OR
Reno, NV
**Sacramento, CA
Salt Lake City, UT
San Francisco, CA
**San Jose, CA
Sioux Falls, SD
Spokane, WA
St. Louis, MO
St. Joseph, MO

c e must come
to complete st~p
before entering
the intersection

x
x
x
x
x

e c emus
yield topedestrians

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x

x

er

TABLE XVII (continued)

Are
A.

City

Tampa, FL
Toledo, OH

c e mus

come

to complete stop
before entering
the intersection

er

e c e mua
yield to
pedestrians

Tucson, AZ

x
x

x

TO?ALS

8

1

-

0

33

2

**Vehicle must yield to cross-street vehicle (5-cities)

(X)

0\ ' '

TABLE XVIII

City

Albuquerque, NM
Anchorage, AK
Baton Rouge, LA
Beverly Hills, CA
Birmingham, AL
Boise, ID
Chattanooga, TN
Cincinnati, OH
Columbus, OH
Dade County, FL
Dallas, TX
Denver, CO
Des Moines, IA
Fort Wayne, IN
Fresno, CA
Honolulu, HI
Indianapolis, IN
Kansas City, MO
King County, WA
Las Vegas, NV
Lexington, KY
Los Angeles, CA
Louisville, KY
Macon, GA
Meridian, MS

QUESTIONS 7 AND 8

Is RTOR permitted at intersections which have "WalkDon't Walk" pedestrian
signals?
Yes
No

x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

ffave you notices any consi~
derable increase in accidents with the use of RTOR?

Yes

No

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

Q)

-..J

TABLE XVIII (continued

City
Minneapolis, MN
Nashville, TN
Oakland, CA
Oklahoma City, OK
Omaha, NB
Philadelphia, PA
Phoenix, AZ
Pittsburgh, PA
Portland, OR
Reno, NV
Sacramento, CA
Salt Lake City, UT
San Francisco, CA
San ,Tose, CA
Sioux Falls, SO
Spokane, WA
St. Louis, MO
st. Joseph, MO
Tampa, FL
Toledo, OH
Tucson, AZ
TOTALS

Is RTOR permitted at intersections which have "WalkDon't Walk" pedestrian
signals?
Yes
No

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

d

x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x

28

Have you noticed any cons!derable increase in accident• with the use of RTOR?
• Ro
Yes

16

x
x
x
-........
7

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

-

33
CD

a,

TABLE XIX
City

X. Is there a separate turning lane for
RTOR vehicles att

Ail

intersections
Albuquerque, NM
Ancho.?'age, AK
Baton Rouge, LA
Beverly Hills, CA
Birmingham, AL
Boise, ID
Chattanooga, TN
Cincinnati, OH
Columbus, OH
Dade County, FL
Dalla.a, TX
Denver, CO
Des Moines, IA
Fort Wayne, IN
Fresno, CA
Honolulu, HI
Indianapolis, IN
Kansas City, MO
King County, WA
Las Vegas, NV
Lexington, KY
Loa Angeles, CA
Louisville, I<Y
Macon, GA
Meridian, MS
Minne.spolis, MN

QUESTION 9

No

intersections

!ome

intersections

ti.

ffo

you f•ei \:here
should be?
No
Yes

x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

Q)

\0

TABLE XIX
City

Nashville, TN
Oakland, CA
Oklahoma City, OK
Omaha, NB
Philadelphia, PA
Phoenix, AZ
Pittsburgh, PA
Portland, OR
Reno, NV
Sacramento, CA
Salt Lake City, UT
San Francisco, Ca
San Jose, CA
Sioux Falls, SD
Spokane, WA
St. Louis, MO
St. Joseph, MO
Tampa, FL
Toledo, OH
Tucson, AZ
TOTALS

(continued)

A.

Is there a separate turning lane for
RTOR vehicles at:
No
Some
X11
intersections intersections intersections

B. Do

you feel
there should be?
No
Yes

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x

l

R

x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x

33

13

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

-

22

ID

0

TABLE XX

City

A.

Does your city use a sign
at each intersection that
shows RTOR is permissible?

Yes
Albuquerque, NM
Anchorage, AI<
Baton Rouge, LA
Beverly Hills, CA
Birmingham, AL
Boise, ID
Chattanooga, TN
Cincinnati, OH
Columbu•, OH
Dade Ctiunty, FL
Dallas, TX
Denver, CO
Des Moines, IA
Fort Wayne, IN
Fresno, CA
Honolulu, HI
Indianapolis, IN
Kansas City, MO
King County, WA
Las Vegas, NV
Lexington, KY
Los Angeles, CA
Louisville, KY
Macon, GA

QUESTION 10

x
x

No

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

Some

B. Do you feel that such a

sign at each intersection
is more effective in re•
sponae from the driver?
Yes
No

x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

TABLE XX

QUESTION 10

A. Does your city use a sign
City

at each intersection that
shows RTOR is permissible?
Yes

Meridian, MS
Minneapolis, MN
Nashville, TN
Oakland, CA
Oklahoma City, OK
Omaha, NB
Philadelphia, PA
F'hoenix, AZ
Pittsburgh, PA
Portland, OR
Reno, NV
Sacramento, CA
Salt Lake City, UT
San Francisco, CA
San Jose, CA
Sioux Falls, SD
Spokane, WA
St. Louis, MO
St. Joseph, MO
Tampa, FL
Toledo, OH
Tucson, AZ
TOTALS

x

x
x
x

No

x

x

x
x

aponse from the· driver?,
Mo •
!es

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Some

B. Do you feel t'.fiit auch a
sign at each intersection
is more effective in re-

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x

x
18

19

5

17

12
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TABLE XXI

City
Albuquerque, NM
Anchorage, AK
Baton Rouge, LA
Beverly Hills, CA
Birmingham, AL
Boise, ID
Chattanooga, TN
Cincinnati, OH
Columbus, OH
Dade County, FL
Dallas, TX
Denver, CO
Des Moines, IA
Fort Wayne, IN
Fresno, CA
Honolulu, HI
Indianapolis, IN
Kansas City, MO
King County, WA
Las Vegas, NV
Lexington, KY
Los Angeles, CA
Louisville, KY
Macon, GA
Meridian, MS
Minneapolis, MN
Nashville, TN
Oakland, CA
Oklahoma City, OK
Omaha, NB
Philadelphi~, PA
Phoenix, AZ

QUESTION 11

. DK you feel that Intersection
capacity has increased by
RTOR enough to verify its
usa,e?
es
No
x

x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x
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TABLE XXI (continued)

City
Pittsburgh, PA
Portland, OR
Reno, NV
Sacramento, CA
Salt Lake City, UT
San Francisco, CA
San Jose, CA
Sioux Falls, SD
Spokane, WA
St. Louis, MO
St. Joseph, MO
Tampa, FL
Toledo, OH
Tucson, AZ
TOTALS

Do you feel that intersection
capacity has increased by
RTOR enough to verify its
usage?
Yes
No

x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x
33

7

95

TABLE XXII

City
Albuquerque, NM
Anchorage, AK
Baton Rouge, LA
Beverly Hills, CA
Birmingham, AL
Boise, ID
Chattanooga, TN
Cincinnati, OH
Columbus, OH
Dade Connty, FL
Dallas, TX

QUESTION 12

What ls the greatest ratio of
minor street volumes to major
street volumes that you find
RTiR is effective?
Ii
li3
l:2 1:1 b£her

x

x

Denver, CO

Des Moines, IA
Fort Wayne, IN
Fresno, CA
Honolulu, HI
Indianapolis, IN
Kansas City, MO
King County, WA
Las Vegas, NV
Lexington, KY
Los Angeles, CA
Louisville, KY
Macon, GA
Meridian, MS
Minneapolis, MN
Nashville, TN
Oakland, CA
Oklahoma City, MO
Omaha, NB
Philadelphia, PA
Phoenix, AZ

x
x
x

x

x
x

x
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TABLE XXII (continued.)

City
Pittsburgh, PA
Portland, OR
Reno, NV
Sacramento, CA
San Jo.s e, CA
Sioux Falls, SD
Spokane, WA
St. Louis, MO
St. Joseph, MO
Tampa, FL
Toledo, OH
Tucson, AZ
TOTALS

. Wfiat is the greiteat ratio of
miner street volumes to major
street volumes that you find
RTOR is effective?

la4

l:3

I:2

1:1

x

x

x

x
1

2

3

6

1

Other

TABLE XXII!

QUESTION 13

City
Albuquerque, NM
Anchorage, AR
Ba ton . Rouge, LA
Beverly Hills, CA
Birmingham, AL
Boise, ID
Chattanooga, TN
Cincinnati, OH
Columbus, OH
Dade County, FL
Dallas, TX
Denver, co
Des Moines, IA
Fort Wayne, IN
Fresno, CA
Honolulu, HI
Indianapolis, IN
Kansas City, MO
King County, WA
Las Vegas, NV
Lexington, KY
Los Angeles, C'A
Louisville, KY
Macon, GA
Meridian, MS

x
No limits

x

x
x
No limits

No limits
No limits

x
~

.......

TABLE XXIII (continued)

City

At what volumes do you feel RTOR should Se llinltea
Major-soovpfi Major-iboo R'a3or-206b aE~er

Minor-250yPh

Minor-1000

Values

x

Minneapolis, MN
Nashville, TN
Oakland, CA
Okalhoma City, Ol
Omaha, NB
Philadelphia, PA
Phoenix, AZ
Pittsburgh, PA
Portland, OR
Reno, NV
Sacramento, CA
Salt Lake City, UT
San Francisco, CA
San Jose, CA
Sioux Falls, SD
Spokane, WA
St. Louis, MO
St. Joseph, MO
Tampa, FL
Toledo, OH
Tucson, AZ

Minor-500

None
No limits
Self-limiting
500
Minor 200

Major

x
x

No limits

x

x

TOTALS
\Q

a,
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QUESTION flS

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Syracuse, New York - The use of R.T.O.R. should be based
on the particular problems and physical conditions
at the individual intersection.

R.T.O.R. should be

the exception rather than the rule.
Beverly Hilla, California - The problem with R.T.O.R. is
one of uniformity.

It works good in the urban areas

of California because of blanket permission to turn
right on red by state law (except where prohibited
by sign).

All motorist knows the rules thus is

effective.
Omaha, Nebraska - R.T.O.R. provides a "Mental Lift" for
some drivers.

It has provided a mea~urable change

in capacity, delay, and traffic time.
Birmingham, Alabama - I understand that blanket R.T.O.R.
is successful in many locations and if it could be
a national uniform control with N.R.T.O.R. installed
when a turn cannot be allowed, it would reduce confusion.
Columbus, Ohio - I do not personally favor a general law
permitting R.T.O.R. at any intersection.
San Francisco, California - R.T.O.R. is helpful in many
circumstances.

It helps to relieve congestion where

pedestrian volume is low and right turns are a big
share of the traffic load.
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Baton Rouge, Louisiana - We have utilized R.T.O.R. only
where capacity has been a problem at an intersection
and then we install a sign.

We feel that R.T.O.R.

will make movement a little easier.
Fresno, California - R.T.O.R. is effective at all of the
signalized intersections in our jurisdiction.
Phoenix, Arizona - R.T.O.R. is permitted at all signalized
intersections unless specifically pr~hibited.

We

find that R.T.O.R. is accepted and understood by
drivers here and causes no specific problems.
Roanoke, Virginia - R.T.O.R. is illegal in Virginia and
most traffic engineers including myself like it that
way.

The closest thing to a R.T.O.R. in Roanoke

involes a separate turn lane covered with a flashing
amber signal and yield sign as there are obvious
conflicts otherwise.
Albuquerque, New Mexico - We were hesitant at first of this
law, however, it is working very good.
helpful in minimizing delays.

It is extremely

Also, it allows a car

turning right to enter the green band for progression.
During peak hour flow R.T.O.R. is not commonly used.
Charlotte, North Carolina - City utilizes a type of R.T.O.R.
only where proper indications are given.

We use a red

ball over a green right arrow indication for curb lane
signal heads at times when no conflicting movements are
moving.
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~harleston, South Carolina - It ia our feeling along with
the S.C.H.D. that this typa of maneuver is quite
hazardous except where right turn volumes approach
50% of the total volume on the specific approach leg.
Oakland, Californ!.!. - In California R.T.O.R. is allowed
unless signed otherwise.
Portland, Oregon - R.T.O.R. should not be used when there
is a conflict with another movement.
Spokane, Washington - A driver is allowed to make a R.T.O.R.
when it is safe to do so, unless the location is officially signed "No Turn On Red".

R.T.O.R. becomes

important at locations where 'loop occupancy' vehicle
detection is being used where the car move~ out of the
detection area and the actuation is dropped by the
controller.
Dade County, Florida - A sign is used at intersections
where R.T.O.R. is not permissive.
Nashville, Tennessee - R.T.O.R. is implemented usually
where heavy right turn volumes are evident and its
permissiveness will not hamper to over all mechanics
of the intersection.
Sacramento, California - It is felt that the most significant factor in favor of R.T.O.R. is that it cuts the
amount of delay for the right turning vehicle.

rt

does not add much to the intersection or capacity in
most cases.
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Dallas, Texas - A preliminary study after R.T.O.R. was in
effect for six months indicated a slight increase in
accidentA at only one intersection.
Denver, Colorado - Have encountered most opposition to
R.T.O.R. at signalized intersections in and around
schools.
Tulsa, Oklahoma - Approximately 70% of the signalized intersections in this ~ity are of the actuated type,
approximately 40% utilize multiple phasing in corporating over lap features which provide the benefits obtained from the normal R.T.O.R. mover,1ent where possible.
Src~ial right turn lanes are provided to further increase the capacity of the intersection.

It is felt

that this design results in a much safer controlled
flow of traffic and at the same time achieves the maximum capacity of traffic possible.
St. Louis, Missouri - R.T.O.R. is seldom needed to increase
capacity of an intersection since such a movement is
rarely the critical volume.

Pedestrians to the right

of motorists are seldom seen as the motorist is
usually looking to his left.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania - The city of Pittsburgh uses a
signed "R.T.O.R." only at T - type intersections and
only where low pedestrian volumes exist.
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Louisville Kentucky - R.T.O.R. sign is used primarily at
intersections with few vehicle conflicts where there
is a low pedestrian crossing volume.

We have exper-

ienced some problems with near pedestrian accidents
because the driver seems to watch for any conflicting
vehicle but does not watch for pedestrians, therefore,
R.T.O.R. is not used at any location with high
pedestrian volume.
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APPENDIX C
Sample Questionnaire
State
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QUESTIONNAIRE
RIGHT TURN ON RED
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI AT ROLLA
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT

--------~------------~ DATE------------~----~----~~

STATE

1.

A)
B)
C)

D)

Does your state presently have right turn on
red? Yes
No
If so, whe°rlwas-rf implemented? Date
If not, has your state every consider_e_d__i_t_?________
Yes
No
If considered, why did you decide against implementing it?

2.

Has your state ever eliminated R.T.O.R.?
If so, why was it eliminated?

3.

If your state does not permit R.T.O.R., can cities
authorize it within their city limits? Yes
No

4.

A)
B)

Yes

No

If your state presently has right turn on red is
it used at all ~ignalized intersections? Yes
No
At~ich intersections do you feel it works best?
low vehicle volume - high pedestrian volume
high vehicle volume - high pedestrian vol·..:mi.e
----low vehicle volume - low pedestrian volume
high vehicle volume - low pedestrian volume
--~-all of the above

--5.

How do you find drivers react to R.T.O.R.?
good
fair
poor

Do not
----know
How do you find pedestrians react to R.T.O.R.?
_ _good
fair
poor
Do not
---·know
Are there any restrictions at signalized intersections
which accompany R.T.O.R.?
vehicle must come to .:omplete stop before entering
----the intersection
vehicle must yield to pedestrian
pedestrian must yield to vehicle
_ __,other

--6.
7.

---

~------------------------------~~----~-----
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8.

Is R.T.O.R. permitted at interRectiona which have
"walk-don't walk" signals that conflict with the
movement? Yes
No

-

9.

Have you noticed any considerable increase in conflicts
or accidents with the use of R.T.O.R.? Yes
No

10.

A)
B)

11.

A)
B)

Is there a separate turning lane for R.T.O.R.
vehicles at:
all intersections
no intersections'
some intersections
Do you feer-there should be? Yes
No

Does your state use a sign at each intersection
that shows R.T.O.R. is permissible? Yes
No
some intersections
If your state does"""or does not use a sign at each
intersection that shows R.T.O.R. is permissible,
do you feel that this is more effective in response from the driver? Yes
No ___

12.

Do you feel that intersection capacity has increased
by R.T.O.R. ENOUGH TO VJ::RIFY ITS USAGE? Yes
No

13.

What is the greatest ratio of minor highway volumes
to major highway volumes that you find R.T.O.R. is
effective?
1:4
1:3
- - - 1:2

1:1
- - - other

14.

At what volumes do you feel R.T.O.R. should be
limited?
Major - 500 VPH
Major - 1000 VPH
---~Minor - 250 VPH
Minor - 500 VPH
Major - 2000 VPH
-----Minor - 1000 VPH

Other values
Major
---~Minor

15.

Would you like us to send you the results of this
questionnaire? Yes
No

16.

Additional comments:

(Please use freely)
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Sample Questionnaire
City
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QUESTIONNAIRE
RIGHT TURN ON RED
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI AT ROLLA
CITY

POPULATION

NAME

DATE

--~~------------~

1.

A) Does your city presently have right turn on red?
Yes
No
B) If so'; wheil"was it implemented? Date -....~-,,,...----C) If not, has your city ever considered it? Yes
No
D) Ifcm"nsidered, why did you decide against implementing it?

2.

A) Has your city ever eliminated right turn on red?
Yes
No
B) If s°c)why~

~-----------~-------~~------~

3.

A) What is the total number of traffic signals under
your jurisdiction?
B) If your city presently has right turn on red is it
used at all signalized intersections? Yes
No
C) At which intersections do you feel it wor~best?"'"
low vehicle volume - high pedestrian volume
---high vehicle volume - high pedestrian volume
vehicle volume - low pedestrian volume
---.low
high vehicle volume - low pedestrian volume
- - - a 11 of the above

4.

Approximately what% of the drivers utilize R.T.O.R.?
less than 10%
25%
50%
- - 7 5%
100%
Do not know

5.

How do you find pedestrians react to right turn on red?
good
fair
poor
Do not know

--6.

Are there any restrictions at signalized intersections
which accompany R.T.O.R.?
vehicle must come to complete stop before entering
---the intersection
vehicle must yield to pedestrian
--pedestrian must yield to vehicle
Other

------------------------~·
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7.

Is R.T.O.R. permitted at intersections which have
"walk-don't walk" pedestrian signals that conflict
with the movement? Yes
No

8.

Have you noticed any considerable increase in conflicts
or accidents with the use of R.T.O.R.?
Yes
No

9.

A) Is there a separate turning lane for R.T.O.R.
vehicles at:
all intersections
no intersections
some intersections
B) Do you"""!eel there should be?
Yes
No

10.

A) Does your city use a sign at each intersection that
shows R.T.O.R. is permissible?
Yes
No
some
intersections
B) If your city does or does not use a sign at each
intersection that shows R.T.O.R. is permissible,
do you feel that this is more effective in response
from the driver?
Yes
No

11.

Do you feel that intersection capacity has increased
by R.T.O.R. enough to verify its usage? ~Yes ~No

12.

What is the greatest ratio of minor stress volumes
to major street volumes that you find R.T.O.R. is
effective?
1:4

- - - 1:3

-~13.

1:2
1:1
Other

----------------------------------------------

At what volumes do you feel R.T.O.R. Should be limited:
Maior - 500 VPH
Major - 1000 VPH
-----Minor - 250 VPH
Minor - 500 VPH
Major - 2000 VPH
-----,Minor - 1000 VPH

values
---Olher
Major
_ __,Minor

14.

Would you like us to send you the results of the
questionnaire?
Yes
No

15.

Additional Comments: (Please use freely)

